We investigate the possible existence of (meta-)stable de Sitter vacua within N = 1 compactifications with generalised fluxes. With the aid of an algorithm inspired by the method of differential evolution, we were able to find three novel examples of completely tachyon-free de Sitter extrema in a non-isotropic type IIB model with non-geometric fluxes. We also analyse the surroundings of the aforementioned points in parameter space and chart the corresponding stability regions. These happen to occur at small values of the cosmological constant compared to the AdS scale.
Introduction
The possible existence of (meta-)stable de Sitter (dS) vacua in string theory, is considered to be of crucial importance if we want to achieve agreement with the main cosmological observations of the last two decades. The problem has been addressed following various approaches using string compactifications, and their link with the corresponding effective descriptions. Focusing on particular effective supergravity descriptions, which often are referred to as ST U -models, the introduction of fluxes turns out to be the key, at least perturbatively, for inducing a superpotential of the right form [1] .
Within these supergravity models, several theories have been studied that describe string backgrounds in type IIA [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , and type IIB [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . So far, there are no known example of a fully meta stable dS vacua. All geometric compactifications have unstable directions already within the isotropic truncation of the ST U -model. Using non-geometric fluxes [20] it was possible to construct the first example of an isotropically stable dS extremum [18] .
This solution is still, however, unstable in the non-isotropic directions. This situation was recently analysed in a more systematic way in ref. [21] .
The main result of this paper are the first examples of fully stable dS vacua in the ST Umodel. We show that non-geometric fluxes provide enough freedom in parameter space for tuning the masses of all the moduli to be positive, even the non-isotropic ones. In appendix A, we analyse the whole region of stable dS in parameter space around such stable dS points by providing some insightful plots. In appendix B, we give some details concerning the algorithm that allowed us to find the aforementioned stable dS vacua.
The Z 2 × Z 2 orbifold with generalised fluxes Orbifold compactifications of type IIB string theory on T 6 /(Z 2 × Z 2 ) with O3/O7-planes (and duals thereof) with generalised fluxes can all be placed within the same framework of effective four-dimensional supergravity descriptions that are known as ST U -models. These
This yields
The presence of fluxes induces a scalar potential V for the moduli fields which is given in terms of the above Kähler potential and a holomorphic superpotential W by
where K αβ is the inverse Kähler metric and D α denotes the Kähler-covariant derivative.
The general form of a superpotential induced by locally geometric fluxes in type IIB with O3/O7-planes is given by
where
are cubic polynomials in the complex structure moduli given by
The IIA and IIB interpretation of the above superpotential couplings is summarised in table 1.
Fully stable de Sitter vacua
The setup we focus on is the IIB duality frame with O3-and O7-planes with generalised fluxes defining a locally geometric background, i.e. The SUSY-breaking parameters are N real constants A α and B α defined through
In our non-isotropic locally geometric setup with N = 14 real fields, one would then need to consider 28 fluxes in order to apply the prescription of ref. [21] to the search for stable dS vacua. The set of 28 superpotential couplings that we have chosen here corresponds to the most general F 3 and H fluxes plus the first half of Q flux components in type IIB. From 
The goal of this paper is to perform a scan of the 14-dimensional parameter space of solutions searching for fully stable dS extrema. In ref. [21] it was already argued that a random scan would not be efficient enough for finding special tachyon-free dS extrema, since the fraction of such points in the dS region is expected to be extremely tiny.
To overcome this difficulty, we have designed an evolutionary algorithm, which has the property of flowing in parameter space towards better-behaved solutions, i.e. positive cosmological constant and positive eigenvalues of the mass matrix. This algorithm is presented in detail in appendix B.
Letting the algorithm run with the input parameters given in appendix B gave rise to 3 fully stable dS vacua, which are shown in table 2. The full set of flux numbers for these solutions are specified in table 3 in appendix A .
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Our present understanding of the plots suggests that stable dS vacua organise themselves into thin sheets in parameter space. This conclusion seems to be perfectly in line with what was found in ref. [21] in the isotropic case where only N = 6 real fields were retained in the model.
Conclusions
We have in this work presented three de Sitter vacua which are stable in all of the N = 14 considered non-isotropic directions. These de Sitter vacua were obtained using the framework of the ST U -models, more specifically Z 2 × Z 2 orbifold compactifications with generalised fluxes. We used a setup containing N = 14 real fields, with N = 14 supersymmetrybreaking parameters and 2N = 28 fluxes; F 3 , H and non-geometric flux Q. This result
shows that the addition of non-geometric flux provides enough freedom to allow for stable de Sitter solutions.
The details of the de Sitter solutions, the size of the cosmological constant and the values of the masses can be found in table 2. We have also included table 3 for the reader interested in the details of the values of the fluxes. These solutions were obtained via an evolutionary algorithm designed to seek out stable de Sitter regions. We have included a description of our implementation of this algorithm in appendix B.
As expected by ref. [21] , these solutions are part of stable de Sitter regions that are organised into sheets or small regions -an overlap between regions with positive cosmological constant and stability -as can be seen in 2-dimensional slices of the N = 14 dimensional parameter space. We have included plots of these regions in the vicinity of the found stable de Sitter solutions in figure 1 . The structure and occurrence of these overlapping regions is very fascinating and is something we plan to investigate further in the future. 
A Flux values and figures

B The algorithm
The search algorithm used is inspired by the methods of differential evolution. These are evolutionary algorithms that can walk in a solution landscape to find extremal points or special regions. Here we will describe the how the algorithm works and parts of the workings of its implementation. We will start by presenting the steps of the algorithm, then proceed to explain them in closer detail.
The algorithm proceeds according to the following repeated scheme.
1. Generate a population (set of parents).
2. Create a mutated copy of the population (set of children).
3. Generateγ and the mass eigenvalues for parents and children.
4. For each parent and child pair, choose the better one.
5. Check additional criteria and repeat until termination conditions.
Step 1. The system is determined when the 14 SUSY-breaking parameters are specified.
The population is a set where each element contain values for each of the 14 SUSY-breaking parameters. This set can either be generated randomly, or by a particular choice. We chose to leave one parameter to be fixed by demanding that we start at a Minkowski point. The size of the population is a weigh-off against the amount of iterations one wants to get to in a certain time. A large population gives a higher chance of a better initial position in the parameter space, but more iterations would more likely converge into a de Sitter region.
Step 2. Performing a mutation is to take a step in some direction. This direction is random and so is the step size. This gives the algorithm the possibility to search freely without us imposing any explicit directions or step sizes. However, the randomness of the mutation should be chosen carefully -a mutation too random will make the algorithm a random-walk instead of being evolutionarily progressed. This is why the following code was chosen to mutate a member of the population The step direction is random in the sense that there is a two in three chance that a number will be mutated. The size of the step is also random according to a normal distribution with zero mean. The standard deviation is given as input to this module, so that the algorithm can for example increase the effective step size if the solution gets stuck. There are hence two parameters we need to give to the algorithm that will affect its efficiency, i.e. the chance of getting mutated, and standard deviation for the mutation.
Step 3. For each member we need theγ and the mass matrix, to later be able to compare solutions. A module is needed to solve the set of equations and produce these parameters. This is where most of the computational time is spent; given the SUSY-breaking parameters one needs to solve N linear equations and compute the eigenvalues of a N × N matrix.
This means that it is preferable to associate theγ and each mass with every member of the population, to avoid calculating these more than once.
Step 4. Some function must be invented to decide whether the parent or child is the better solution. The choice made here was to have the following three criteria where N (µ, σ) denotes a random number chosen according to the normal distribution around the mean µ with standard deviation σ. This applies to each of the 15 parameters that specify a stable dS extremum when all within range, i.e.γ plus the eigenvalues of the mass matrix.
All of the above conditions receive a number, its magnitude depending on how desirable the condition is. The total value parametrising the solution's desirability is given by the algebraic sum of the 15 separate contributions. This parameter will judge whether or not the parent should be replaced by its mutated child. If one of the above criteria is exclusively not satisfied, it receives the corresponding negative number instead. In choosing this evaluation criterion, some limit cases should be considered -what to do in the case of one parameter approaching range and one getting further away, etc.. Our choice of the normal distribution with mean N p , where the power p categorises the conditions by desirability is to make random choices in such conflicting cases. This is hence another parameter we need to give as input to the algorithm.
Step 5. There are also additional conditions that could be checked for the code being able to progress smoothly for an indefinite time or until max iterations. Such a condition could be how long a certain solution have been iterated without finding a better child. If the solution has stayed in the same position for too long, one might want to increase the size of the mutation (the standard deviation), to jump out of this position where it seemed not able to find stable de Sitter. This gives two parameters to input into the algorithm:
how long before a solution is categorized as stuck and how much the standard deviation should increase. One could also imagine that if the solution is very close of havingγ > 1 and all non-negative masses, that one would decrease the size of the mutation to zoom in on a smaller search area, however this was not implemented by us.
An additional check is to keep track of how long after a solution got stuck this should be removed and replaced. Since the search area is increasing after getting stuck, the chance of finding a better solution within reasonable time decreases. These solutions can be saved but removed from the population, to be able to study them later if that is desired and to ensure the progression of the population. This gives another parameter as input to the algorithm.
Similarly one should remove any stable de Sitter found, from the population and save it, this to make the population continue with the possibility to find more stable de Sitters.
A termination condition should be given for the loop. The number of iterations, together with the populations size, is a comfortable way to determine the time for the code to run.
As mentioned before, the algorithm has a number of parameters that needs to be specified.
What follows are the values for these numbers which successfully produced stable de Sitter solutions.
Population size 16
Standard deviation for mutation σ m = 0.01
Chance to mutate a number two in three Condition desirability N (N p , σ) (σ = 1)
Iterations 50 000
Iterations without change until stuck 500
Growth of mutation standard deviation per iteration after stuck .5σ m
Iterations without change until removed from population 2000
